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Coming Events

PDK Airport Monthly Meeting -

This month's meeting will beWednesday, April 15, 7 p.m. at

Peachtree-Dekalb Airport (PDK). Turn from Clairmont onto Airport

Rd. Go to the last left turn before reaching the speed bumps. The

street will take you around the hanger and across the ramp. There is

parking just past the ramp. Go in the glass door. Take the stairs to

the left and go up to the second floor. The conference room is just

down the hall. DIRECTIONS:

https://www.ipms-atlanta.org/copy-of-monthly-meeting-map-and-dir
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Model Building Clinic and Q&A-

Saturday, April 25, 1 p.m.

Club Build-Session-

Saturday, May 2, 1 p.m.

http://www.hobbytownduluth.com/
4125 GA-20, BUFORD, GA
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Thanks to all the club members for passing along pictures and comments for this month's newsletter.

Note Day and Please Don't forget ...

Online Monthly Meeting

7:00 pm Monday, October 19, 2020

Look for an email meeting invitation from Dave Lockhart

https://www.ipms-atlanta.org/copy-of-monthly-meeting-map-and-dir
https://www.ipms-atlanta.org/
http://www.ipmsusa.org
http://www.hobbytownduluth.com/
http://www.ipmsusa.org
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CALENDAR

Online Monthly Meeting Notes

09/16/2020 Club Meeting held online. Chapter President, Dave Lockhart opened and conducted the

meeting. Marietta Scale Modelers Chapter President, Buz Pezold joined online this month to follow-up on

planning for next year's show.

1. Officer Reports:

- Treasurer (Art Murray) ...

- No notable account activity

- Secretary/Newsletter Editor (Bill Easton) ...

- Need to ensure proper references (and even permissions in some cases) are included for

articles and pictures submitted for inclusion in the newsletter.

2. CHOA Update (Jim Elmore):

- Contact, Ainsley Johnson indicted no kits could be received for now.

- Jim will check back with her in a couple of months.

3. ATLANTACON 2021:

- Theme:

- Buz Pezold recommended "Days of Infamy - 1941" as a possible theme.

- Members in attendance voted to accept the recommendation.

- Buz will confirm the theme with the MSM membership.

- Ads: Dave Lockhart will work with Kim Elmore to get schedule into IPMS Journal

- Awards: Art Murray will follow-up to determine ...

- 4 X 6 plates for category awards to make them useable for 2021

- Impact of replacing special awards

Oct 19: Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm

(Online)

Oct 24: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm

(Online)

Oct 31: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm

(Online

Nov 7: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm

(Online

Nov 14: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm

(Online)

Nov 18: Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm

(Online)

Meeting and Build Session planning

will be discussed at the October online

monthly meeting to determine status at

that time.

Month

2020

November

December

2021

January

February

March

April

Cut-Off (Fri Midnight)

November 13

December 11

January 15

February 12

March 12

April 16

email (Sunday)

November 15

December 13

January 17

February 14

March 14

April 18

Newsletter Publication Schedule

Please submit any pictures or content for the newsletter to

weaston4@gmail.com by midnight on the cut-off date for any month.
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COMPLETED:

MiG-21, Bill Wofford

F-4, Brian Speer

MiG-17, Bill Johnston

B-58, (1/48), Bill Easton

F-105, Gale Brown, Bill Easton

F-117, Gale Brown

F/A 18, Jim Elmore

F-5, Jim Elmore

F-16B Jim Elmore

F-16C Jim Elmore

A-10, Brian Mason (Plane Lost In Action)

A-10 (Replacement), Ed Hulsey

B-52, (1/48), Ed Sveum

B-1B, (1/48), Ed Sveum

B-17F, (1/48), Ed Sveum

USS Skipjack (1/72), Dave Lockhart

IN PROCESS:

F-100, Art Murray

Berlin Airlift 3-Plane Set (1/144)

Jose Morales Jr, Ray Wheeler, Bill Easton

UNASSIGNED:

A-4 Skyhawk

A-6

F-106

F-86

All models/kits are 1/32 Scale unless otherwise noted.

Models for the Gwinnett Veterans Memorial Museum
http://vetmemorialmuseum.tripod.com/index.html

Please consider building one of

these models. The museum

folks are always glad to receive

a new model for the museum

ceiling display.

Per Ed, Delivered Oct. 9, 2020:

"This morning I delivered a completed A-10 to the museum. The model was graciously received by Ray

Yates and Don Bullard. One down one to go!"

Ed Hulsey Presents his A-10 to the Museum

http://vetmemorialmuseum.tripod.com/index.html
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Upcoming Build Sessions:

Due to COVID-19, no hospital build sessions can be planned at this time.

Childrens' Healthcare of Atlanta

at Egleston Hospital

CHOA

At the last online meeting, Art Murray had

given Dave Lockhart several pictures to

display at the meeting to see who could

guess various details contained in the

photos. It turns out, the photos were of Art,

his older brother and his mother during their

tour of some ships when Art was small and

his family was stationed in The Canal Zone.

A correct guess could be given for only one

of the photos (the one to the right) which

was the name of the ship shown in the

background. Fernando Sanchez was the

first to give the correct answer ...

The USS Missouri.

Congratulations Fernando!

And thanks Art for the idea, sharing your

great photos, and providing a gift

certificate for a correct answer!

Art Murray Photo Guess Winner
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Editor Note:

Our Trim Tab was recently awarded "Region 3 Newsletter of the Region - 2020." I feel very

honored to have my name on the plaque, but the award definitely belongs to the IPMS Atlanta

Chapter. It belongs to the club because the pages would be mostly blank without the great work of

our club members. Here are a few examples:

- In depth and detail book review work every month from Jim Pernikoff

- Reach-out efforts led by Jim Elmore and club members to the Childrens' Hospital of Atlanta

- Members' great model build work for the Gwinnett Veterans Memorial Museum

Members regularly contributing ...

- Periodic book and movie reviews

- Interesting Web and publication sources for modeling info, as well as references to informative

information and articles about build subjects or battles and conflicts

And finally my guess as to the main reason we each belong to the club ...

- The excellent model build work from our members to share and discuss hobby kits, tools,

reference material, and building techniques to improve our modeling skills and enjoyment

Those are the things that make for an interesting newsletter! Thanks to the members of IPMS

Atlanta for all your continued contributions!

Trim Tab Award
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Two Builds from Bill Easton

On the "Virtual Table" - September and October Build Work ...

Me-262 A-1A

1/72

Airfix kit

MRP and Tamiya Paint

Flory Wash

Pastels

Flight Pose Stand

First ...
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Su-27 UB

1/72

Trumpeter kit

MRP and Tamiya Paint

Flory Wash

Second ...

Painting process was a

black primer followed by

light coats of MRP

Russian yellow primer

color applied to allow

elements of the black to

show through giving

shading to areas of the

model.

Lead wire "plumbing"

was added to the gear to

add some interest.

(Looks like it is in need

of a pit stop to change

that flat-spotted tire!)
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Tiger I Heavy Tank

(Mid-Production)

1/35 Academy Kit #13265

Crew: Mini Art Kit #35218 &

Academy Kit #1377

Dana Hebert

Depicted as:

101st Heavy Tank Battalion

Member

Normandy France

Winter of 1943

Armament:

88mm + (3) 7.92 MG's
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Two Builds from Stew Swartz

A6M2 Zero Type 21

1/32 from

21st Century Toys

First:

Per Stew: Directions were not

great and parts fit was difficult even

with the included screws.

Box art and paint views show a

drop tank but no mention of it in

directions.

Painted it IJN Gray acrylic. Paint chipping was

some silver paint but mostly silver pencil. The

pilot was pre-painted.

The landing gear retracts. (Me blowing on the

prop to make it spin in the photo to the right.)

Decals were very old so I

sprayed them with gloss-

coat to keep them intact

long enough to apply.
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Second from Stew:

SAC B-47E Strato Jet

1/72

Hasegawa kit

Stew passed along the following:

The aircraft was first proposed in

1946 and its first flight came in

1953.

It was meant to carry nuclear

bombs but this model came with 24

gravity bombs for some reason.

I put on a base coat of Alclad black, followed

by a couple of Alclad aluminum shades. The

bottom was painted with white Model

Master.

Decals were tough to put on and I ended up

painting some of the striping. The Dullcoat I

used ruined the aluminum Alclad and I had

to repaint most of it.
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Brian Speer Work In Process

B-25

(WIP)

1/48

Revell-Monogram

From Brian:

Tamiya acrylic paint

SAC metal gear

True Details wheels

Aftermarket decals
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WIP Scratch Build Items from Jim Elmore

Notes from Jim:

These are SOME examples of the drones and small craft that will be featured on the

salvage space ship I am building.

A dime is shown for size.
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Sprue Snippings ...
If you run across a source that you think might be helpful to others for their modeling reference, or just for

general interest, please pass it along. For this month ...

IPMS Middle TN - ModelCon 2020, Nov 14th -

Just after we were thinking there would not be any model shows this year, Dave Lockhart passed along

the following:

"For those that have been dying (figuratively, not literally!) to go to a model show there is one on Nov 14th

in Murfreesboro, TN.

Below is info with the chapter’s website if you need additional info.

IPMS/USA has highly recommend that shows have social distancing and masks. There will be

notifications that all attendees attend at their own risk. The IPMS/USA insurance policy does not cover for

COVID-19 issues.

That being said, this is the last show available for the year in Region 3.

If you do go, please wear a mask and social distance. Many of us are in the high risk category due to our

age and medical issues (the joys of growing old)."
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Sprue Snippings - Continued...

Some Interesting Links from Michael Blackwood -

Great resource and great reading. Excellent modelers around the world contributed.

http://magazine.macfriendly.it/backissues.html

Another magazine I subscribe to is "Scale Modelling Now".

https://www.scalemodellingnow.com/

It is in its first year and is really doing well. I think it’s £13 a year. It is online only.

ACME/Finescale Online Car Contest -

The online car contest co-sponsored by ACME and Finescale Modeling Magazine will be going on until

the end of the month. If cars are not your speciality, they have a category for "Non-Tracked Military

Vehicles" if that is more in your wheelhouse.

If you don't enter anything, you can still help by voting to determine winning enteries. Voting to determine

awards will take place from November 1, until November 7, 2020.

http://finescalecontests.secondstreetapp.com/The-ACME-25th-Annual-Southern-Nationals-Model-

Show-and-Contest/rounds/1/closedwheelcompetition/

Say What ...

Club member Stanley Leacock is

always passing along interesting

pictures and humorous tidbits for

members to enjoy.

Here is one Stanley recently

included from the person I refer to as

"The Comment Master," Yogi Berra.

http://magazine.macfriendly.it/backissues.html
https://www.scalemodellingnow.com/
http://finescalecontests.secondstreetapp.com/The-ACME-25th-Annual-Southern-Nationals-Model-Show-and-Contest/rounds/1/closedwheelcompetition/
http://finescalecontests.secondstreetapp.com/The-ACME-25th-Annual-Southern-Nationals-Model-Show-and-Contest/rounds/1/closedwheelcompetition/
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The latest Owners’ Workshop Manual from Haynes is on an aircraft that’ll need

an awfully big workshop, the Convair B-36 Peacemaker! It follows the usual

format, first describing the aircraft’s development and explaining all the variants,

including the XC-99 transport, the YB-60 jet version, and the NB-36H that

carried a nuclear reactor onboard, as well as the FICON and Tom-Tom efforts

to gain on-board fighter escort. The Anatomy section makes good use of

diagrams from the original tech manuals, with some good interior and systems

shots that should be a boon to modelers. The section on defensive armament

could have used more photos, and I’m still waiting for one of an aircraft in flight

with all the turrets deployed! (A funny story is about a firing test of the 20mm

cannons that blew out the fire-control radar! I think many were glad when the

“featherweight” program deleted all the guns except the nose and tail.) Several

former pilots tell what it was like to fly the beast. An appendix has some original performance charts, and

the index is complete but printed in a very small size. This book is a must for anyone building the

Monogram/Revell kit.

Here are the two latest Naval Fighters titles from Ginter Books. #111 on the

Martin AM-1/-1Q Mauler replaces #24 from 1994, and is vastly expanded, from 82

pages to 154! The Mauler was second choice to the AD Skyraider and was bought

as a backup. While not as good an airplane all-around, it was a heavier lifter (in

part due to its use of the R-4360 engine) and the one on the cover was lifting

10,648 lbs of ordnance, a world record for a single-engine piston-powered aircraft!

I doubt if there is any info on the “Able Mable” missing from this book, and if you

have the older volume, you should replace it. Of course, it includes a kit-review

section totaling 5 pages, with examples in 1/32, 1/48 and 1/72. The ultimate book

on a largely unknown aircraft.

#112 is on the Grumman F2F/F3F, the famous “flying barrel” biplane fighters. 192

pages ensures that nothing is left out, including probably every photo still existing

on these types. This includes probably the best illustrations that I’ve seen of the

landing gear system also used on the Duck and the Wildcat. The civilian examples,

like the Gulfhawks and current replicas, are included, and first deployments are

provided for every aircraft. The kit review section stretches to 9 pages and has a

fair amount of color! For exterior colors, there is a Squadron In Action book, but

everything else you’ll want to know is in this book.

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS

by Jim Pernikoff
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Continuing with Grumman,Warpaint #126 from Guideline Publications is on

the Grumman F-14 Tomcat, and while this one may not add much new

information, it’s a worthwhile addition to the Tomcat library. The photo selection

is quite thorough and all in color, and there are 5 pages of close-up detail photos

and 10 pages of color drawings. In particular, the combat history of the F-14 is

described in substantial detail, totaling about 50 of the book’s 120 pages.

Recommended for Tomcat fans and fans of U.S. naval aviation.

And now for FIVE from Osprey! Air Campaign #18 is Ho

Chi Minh Trail 1964-73, Steel Tiger, Barrel Roll, and the

Secret Air Wars in Vietnam and Laos. I cannot recall

another book specifically on the Trail and the effort to

minimize its use, so this book is quite welcome. The

details of what made the Trail (really, a network of trails) a difficult target and the

various weapons and tactics used to cut it off are fascinating and well detailed,

including some excellent maps and drawings. This is a valuable addition to the

literature on the Vietnam war, and a must-read for those interested.

Duel #105 is US Navy Ships vs Japanese Attack Aircraft 1941-42, which covers

the period from Pearl Harbor thru to Guadalcanal, and goes a long way in

explaining how we lost 4 fleet carriers early in the war but none thereafter. The

attack aircraft included Kates and Vals, along with land-based Bettys later on, and

their capabilities are well-known, but the book goes further by describing the ways

the Japanese used them. On the defensive side, the ineffectiveness of early U.S.

anti-aircraft guns had already been noted early on, and replacement of both the 5

in./25 cannon and the .50 in. machine gun were well under way by Pearl Harbor;

replacement of the intermediate 1.1 in. cannon didn’t happen until very late in ’42.

The guns and the fire-control systems are described, and the training and

leadership of men on both sides is defined. This is a good study on how the U.S.

continually developed and anti-aircraft system that, by late in the war, did a much

better job of protecting the fleet.

New Vanguard #286 is US Navy Battleships 1895-1908, which follows on from

#271, and describes 20 ships in 6 classes commissioned between 1900 and 1908.

The book first describes basic design philosophy, including performance

parameters of the various guns (in all sizes) and torpedoes used at the time. In

typical style, each class is described relative to what came before, with a

specification table for the class and the individual dispositions for each ship in the

class. The locations of fleet bases and coal stocks and fleet organization precede

a service history that includes the cruise of the Great White Fleet in 1907-1909, an

incident in Veracruz in 1914, and limited action in World War I. There are side-

view drawings of every class, including a couple from WW I with camouflage and

JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued

cage masts. The Connecticut-class ships were often considered the best of the pre-dreadnoughts, but by

the time they had entered service, Dreadnought had rendered them effectively obsolete. Still, after a late

start, the 1909 U.S. battleship fleet was top rank.

Advancing quite a few years, New Vanguard #287 is Soviet Cold War Attack

Submarines, which describes approximately 95 nuclear-powered boats in 6

classes, some of which also have sub-classes called Projects. A similar format to

#286 is followed, first describing design concepts and the performance of

torpedoes and sensors, and then the six classes, showing class specifications and

listing pertinent dates for each boat. The service history is dominated by a grim list

of accidents and an analysis of why Soviet boats tended to have more of them.

Service summaries are given for each boat, though the last two classes (Sierra

and Akula) are still largely in service today. I’ve seen books on modern subs that

included these, but this is the first that I’ve seen specifically on these vessels.

Raid #53 is calledWe Killed Yamamoto and describes the famous 1943 long-range

P-38 mission that did in the admiral over Bougainville. Naturally the book focuses

on the intelligence that made the mission feasible and the planning that made it a

reality. The reports of the pilots are noted and the continuing controversy as to

which one actually shot down the admiral’s Betty is addressed but is still not

conclusively answered. The maps of the mission profile and the actual interception

are very well done and make the descriptions in the text quite understandable. Not

the first book on the mission, but probably the best so far.

Aeronaut Books specializes in WW I aviation, and their

primary series has been describing German aircraft manufacturers and their

products in great depth. A parallel series is The Blue Max Airmen, which will

provide biographies and service records of all of the 81 airmen who were

awarded the Pour le Mérite, in chronological order. Most books include 2 to 4

airmen, but #15 is only the second to be dedicated solely to one man. The first

“soloist” was Manfred von Richtofen (of course); now it’s time for Ernst Udet,

who was the second ranked German ace with 62 kills. The biography of Udet,

which includes his postwar activities and his suicide in 1941, features many

photos and pilot reports and takes nearly half the 178-page book. The rest

features the many aircraft he was believed to have flown, with color profiles of

22 of them, some including plan views that will aid modelers. Udet was a complex character, and this book

does a good job of showing why he was so effective in the air. If you want the whole series, I predict that it

will reach 28 books.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued

To prove that Aeronaut Books doesn’t just do books on German airmen and

aircraft, a 2016 release was Victoria Cross: WWI Airmen and Their Aircraft.

Like the Blue Max, the Victoria Cross was (and is) Britain’s highest award for valor,

and it appears that the standards were higher, since only 19 VCs were awarded to

airmen during WWI, compared to the 81 airmen who were awarded the Pour le

Mérite. Their biographies are quite thorough, averaging 8 pages each,

accompanied by photos and color drawings of their aircraft. As it happens, most of

the top aces – Bishop, Mannock, McCudden, Beauchamp-Proctor – did receive a

VC; it seems that Raymond Collishaw, alone among the top scorers, was

bypassed. The variety in the aircraft depicted is quite remarkable, and most of the

drawings have enough views to build a model.

From Red Kite comesWingLeader Photo Archive #3 on the Hawker

Hurricane Mk I. Like the companion volume on the Spitfire I, this

covers the mark from the first flight of the prototype in 1935 right thru

the end of the Battle of Britain. The book does a sterling job of

showing how many changes were made in the Hurri, both physically

and in colors & markings, during its service life, and one gets the

impression that no two were really alike! One page shows that

SEVEN different prop spinners were employed, and the changes in

roundel sizes and locations and in underside colors is quite baffling.

Six full-page three-view color drawings may help make a bit of order out of this disorder, but my advice is: if

you build a Hurricane I, base it on a photo of the actual aircraft that you are modeling, and make sure it has

the right components! This is a fascinating study of an aircraft which is still overshadowed by its sleeker

partner.

Panther Tanks, German Army Panzer Brigades, is the third book (#24) on the

PzKpfw. V in the TankCraft series from Pen & Sword. It covers a middle ground

between the two previous books, and describes the 15 Panzer Brigades that were

established at Hitler’s suggestion after the Soviets had launched Operation Bagration

in mid-1944. There is obviously little technical info on the tank, that having been

covered in the earlier volumes, though there is some info about mods and updates

done in period. There are 10 pages of color side views, 3 kit builds in 1/35, and a

review of kits and accessories of Panthers from this period. How much of this

material is repetitive is hard to figure, but this is even a nice book on its own, and

probably necessary for anyone who bought the first two books on the Panther.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued

After quite a few months, British magazines are finally getting caught up at

local bookstores, though I find you sometimes have to try several to find a

particular issue. #50 in the Aviation Archive series from Key Publishing is

called De Havilland 100, and celebrates the manufacturer’s start as an

independent firm in 1920, as Geoffrey de Havilland’s earlier designs, including

the famous wartime D.H.2, D.H.4 and D.H.9 were actually built by a company

called Airco. The book covers 39 designs, ranging from the D.H.27 Derby (of

which only 2 were built) to the D.H.114 Heron airliner. (The D.H.121 Trident

and D.H.125 bizjet were Hawker Siddeley products by the time they entered

service.) Each is described in from 1 to 6 pages, with at least one photo and a

spec table. The foldouts typical of this series either have in-period isometric

cutaway drawings or very large photos, and there are more cutaways on the

regular pages, all hand-drawn and hand-annotated. This is a nice salute to a historic manufacturer, and the

Mosquito on the cover is an apt choice. (Incidentally, I have so far only found this one at Books-A-Million.)

Not to be outdone, Mortons Media Group has done another bookazine in

conjunction with The Aviation Historian. This is called Flying Survivors, and

mostly describes World War II aircraft doing other jobs in their later civilian lives,

including air racing, firebombing, photo-surveying, record-setting and target-

tugging. (Oddly, there is also an article about USAF Mustangs serving as fighter-

bombers in Korea.) Perhaps most interesting is an article about the first jet fighters

to cross the Atlantic nonstop, using mid-air refueling in 1950. There is a

remarkable full-page series of drawings showing how the probe-&-drogue refueling

system works, and a map showing where the three on-course refuelings (by 3

different aircraft types) took place. I have found this series done in conjunction

with TAH to be delightful, and this one is no exception.

Okay, enough British stuff already. Air & Space/Smithsonian has always

been able to do some nifty special magazines themselves, and the latest is

calledWorld War II: 10 Epic Air Battles. These range from the Battle of

Britain to the “last dogfight” over Japan, and are mostly first-hand reports,

which is what really makes this issue compelling, along with a good choice of

photos. This may not be as elaborate as the British bookazines, but its down-

to-earth narratives make this one worth buying.
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Osprey Publishing New Releases January – June 2021

from Jim Pernikoff

Here are selected softcover Osprey releases for the first half of next year. Dates are subject to change:

Air Campaign:

Sinking Force Z 1941 (January)

Battle of the Atlantic 1942-45 (February)

Campaign:

The Balkans 1940-41 (1) (January)

Stalingrad 1942-43 (1) (January)

The Falklands Naval Campaign 1982 (April)

Vietnam 1972: Quang Tri (May)

The Netherlands East Indies Campaign 1941-42 (June)

Combat:

US Soldier vs British Soldier 1812-15 (February)

Combat Aircraft:

Arado Ar 196 Units in Combat (February)

A-7 Corsair II Units 1975-91 (February)

B/EB-66 Destroyer Units in Combat (February)

RAF Tornado Units of Gulf War I (May)

Duel:

German 88mm Gun vs Allied Armour 1941-43 (February)

USMC M4A2 Sherman vs Japanese Type 95 Ha-Go 1943-44 (February)

Arab Armour vs Israeli Armour 1967 (April)

Elite:

British Light Infantry in the American Revolution (February)

Battle Tactics of the American Revolution (May)

Men-at-Arms:

German Troops in the American Revolution (1) (February)

Napoleon’s Women Camp Followers (March)

Belgian Waffen-SS Legions & Brigades 1941-44 (May)

Armies in Southern Russia 1918-19 (June)

(Continued)
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Osprey Publishing New Releases January – June 2021

(Continued)

New Vanguard:

British Battleships 1890-1905 (January)

Vehicles of the Long Range Desert Group 1940-45 (February)

Italian Destroyers of World War II (March)

US Navy Gunboats 1885-1945 (April)

Allied Tanks in Normandy 1944 (April)

SAS Combat Vehicles 1942-1991 (May)

US Navy Frigates of the Cold War (June)

Tanks of D-Day 1944 (June)

Raid:

Storm-333: KGB & Spetsnaz Seize Kabul 1980 (March)

Weapon:

The M4 Carbine (March)

The Bayonet (April)

Weapons of the Samurai (June)
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First Allied Troops to Enter Paris for its WW II Liberation

(Passed Along by Fernando Sanchez)

Editor Note:

Club member Fernando Sanchez passed along an article, written by: Espan ̃a can ̃i ́» Mo ́nica
Arrizabalaga@arrizabalaga11Actualizado: 24/08/2020 09:00h, and containing information that I
had not heard before.

The article contained quotes from news correspondents and people present at the time of the

Paris liberation who confirmed that the first allied vehicle to enter Paris on the evening of August

24, 1944 was an armored vehicle with the name "Guadalajara" painted on the side and "piloted

entirely by libertarians from Extremandura." They were Spanish Republicans and part of, "The

first advanced elements of the French division under the command of General Leclerc,"

according to ABC Paris correspondent Juan Pedro Quin ̃onero,

The correspondent Quin ̃onero indicated, "This is one of the most memorable, unknown and

manipulated pages in the history of the liberation of France and its capital. Because the first

protagonists of that battle were anarcho-syndicalists of the CNT, anarchists of the FAI,

Trotskyists of the POUM, independent Catalanists, socialists of the UGT and former members of

the Durruti Column."

However, Quin ̃onero denounced how “the Gaullists and Communists who wrote the first stories,

changed the names of the tanks that had begun the liberation of Paris, replacing them with

French names. Their (soldiers) names were rigorously silenced, suppressed. His (Their)

contribution to the liberation of France, crossed out. Some returned to Spain, where they died

forgotten .... Most died in exile."

It was not until 2010 when some of the survivors were honored with the Paris Vermeil Medal, the

city's highest distinction. "These Spaniards are the forgotten heroes of the victory of the allies

against Nazi barbarism," said the Paris City Council in a statement.

Here are some additional online references to this WW II event ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/La_Nueve

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/latino/forgotten-spanish-soldiers-behind-france-s-

liberation-nazi-germany-n1045731

https://www.efe.com/efe/english/varios/madrid-to-honor-forgotten-spanish-fighters-who-

led-the-liberation-of-paris/50000269-3237973

(Fernando, sounds like a great subject for a diorama!)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/La_Nueve
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/latino/forgotten-spanish-soldiers-behind-france-s-liberation-nazi-germany-n1045731
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/latino/forgotten-spanish-soldiers-behind-france-s-liberation-nazi-germany-n1045731
https://www.efe.com/efe/english/varios/madrid-to-honor-forgotten-spanish-fighters-who-led-the-liberation-of-paris/50000269-3237973
https://www.efe.com/efe/english/varios/madrid-to-honor-forgotten-spanish-fighters-who-led-the-liberation-of-paris/50000269-3237973
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Book Review From Bill Aicklen

AWoman of No Importance
The Untold Story of the American Spy Who Helped Win World War II

By Sonia Purnell

(Reviewed by Bill Aicklen)

The title of this book reflects the complete opposite of its subject, Virginia Hall. She was described

that way early in her career with the US State Department given her dead-end jobs as a clerk/

secretary. Her career as one of the most significant spies for the Allies in Europe proved that early

assessment wrong.

Virginia was born to a well-to-do family in Baltimore. She was independent; loved to hunt, ride

horses, and skin rabbits. She was very much influenced by the changes women were experiencing in

society during the 1920s. After trying Radcliffe and Barnard Colleges, she left for Paris and enrolled

in school there. She loved the international life and got a job with the State Department posted to

Warsaw as a secretary. During her posting in Turkey she had a hunting accident that caused the loss

of her left leg below the knee. After a painful recuperation she learned how to live with her handicap.

Virginia began her war time career as an ambulance driver with the French army. She soon joined the

recently formed Special Operations Directive (SOE) and established herself in Lyon. She established

a network of safe houses and helped organize the Resistance. After being pursued by Klaus Barbie

and the Gestapo she escaped into Spain and back to England in late 1942. She returned to France for a

second stint after D-Day. After the war she joined the newly formed CIA but was never a fit in its

“Old Boy” club and eventually retired in 1948.

There is not enough space to fill in the details of her life, especially her time in France. This book

gives you some sense of what it was like to be alone as a spy master never knowing if the next person

you encountered would be friend or foe. Virginia Hall was an amazing woman who led a fascinating

life and was a true hero to her country and France.

This book is an easy and informative read. I recommend it to fill in another aspect of the war in

France.
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Applications should be printed and mailed to: IPMS/USA, PO Box 1411, Riverview, FL 33568-1411

To get this application in online "editible" form, go to

http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2019.pdf

Enter your information, print out the form and mail.

http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2019.pdf

